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Figure 2: Full bridge-tied load five-level output signal with MERUS™
multilevel class D amplifiers. These ICs generate output with up to five levels
that eliminates external output stage filtering and minimizes the overall
power loss, while the output audio signal much closer approximated to the
input waveform than a conventional class D amplifiers.
near-idle operations. Instead of the
traditional class D’s two, they have
four transistors/MOSFETs for each
of the half-bridge power stages.
These half-bridges establish multiple PWM output levels (each
MOSFET is driven by an individual
PWM signal) from a single supply. This offers great flexibility and
allows for configuring the amplifier
for optimal power performance in
any audio application. The capacitor (Cfly), which is “flying” between
the top and bottom MOSFETs, is
constantly charged by separate
circuitry, thereby maintaining a
fixed voltage potential. The “flying capacitor” therefore functions
essentially as an extra supply rail.
In this way, each half-bridge power
stage establishes a three-level output signal at the output-switching
node: 0 V, ½ PVDD and PVDD.
In a full bridge-tied load (BTL)
configuration - which is achieved
by combining two three-level halfbridges with a switching pattern in
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which each half-bridge switching
pattern is modulated with a 90°
phase shift relative to the other
- the resulting power stage can
provide also up to five levels of
multilevel modulation patterns to
a differentially connected speaker
load.
With multilevel modulation, the resulting output frequency is higher
and the individual voltage steps
are smaller, thus the output audio
signal much closer approximated
to the input waveform than a conventional class D amplifiers.
A five-level system inherently quadruples the switching frequency at
the output nodes the differentially
connected speaker load also has
much less out-of-band switching
residuals. With high efficiency and
better EMI and EMC management,
the amplifier can thereby effectively
be configured for filterless operation. In this case, the speaker load
switching frequency is four times
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the switching frequency of the
MOSFETs at the half-bridge output
nodes. Also note that the switching pattern gives rise to three
states (as opposed to just one in
a conventional class D amplifier)
where complete cancellation of
the out-of-band switching residue
takes place , namely at - ½ PVDD,
0 V and +½ PVDD. In these states
the output of the two half-bridge
outputs are either both 0V or they
both produce a perfectly ‘mirrored’
50 percent duty-cycle output. For
the application this translates
directly to a reduction of the ripple
current in the audio system output
section. With no need to suppress out-of-band switching noise
or artefacts, many applications
do not require a common-mode
applied LC filter. The effect of the
reduced ripple current is shown in
Figure 3. When normalized to the
ripple current of a traditional class
D amplifier (purple line), the threelevel or half bridge (green line)
and the five-level or BTL (grey line)
modulated output signals exhibit
strongly reduced ripple currents.
In addition to the inherently more
efficient switching principle, overall dissipation and power losses
are also significantly reduced due
to the reduced ripple current in the
external components.
Design benefits with multilevel
class D amplifiers
Multilevel class D amplifiers enable highly efficient operation due
to their significantly reduced power
consumption. With low power consumption both for idle operation
and for average audio volume lev-

Figure 3: Significantly reduced ripple current in the external components leads
to lower total dissipation and power loss in the audio application. For threeand five-level signals at zero states there is no ripple current.
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dominated by idle loss when reproducing common audio signals,
compared to most conventional
class D amplifiers the multilevel
amplifiers demonstrate an overall
power efficiency improvement
factor of four or higher. Using a
digital control interface, various
power modes can be accessed by
selecting the modulation method
and the switching frequency.
During amplifier operation, the
integrated power management
algorithm automatically selects the
optimal power mode for a given
power level. The seamless transition between power modes allows
to minimize the power losses
across the entire output power

Figure 4a (left) and 4b (right): The MERUS™ MA12040 multilevel class D amplifier consumes only 250 mW in idle.
The near-idle power consumption is relatively flat and significantly lower than for a conventional class D amplifier all
the way up to 2 W output power per channel. The importance of improved power consumption is further emphasized
when efficiency is considered in the figure on the right side. (The MERUS™ MA12040 amplifier has a maximum
output power of 40 W into a 4 Ω load; running on an 18V power rail in both cases.)
els, portable audio systems can be
designed for remarkably extended
battery life or smaller batteries.

Since the overall power consumption is determined by the average
power loss and as this is greatly

range while still ensuring high
audio performance and low EMI.
With no need for significant filter-
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